BOOKMARK 21-SERIES

V21-7212 and V21-4224
**Wood Veneer Surfaces**

- **Top:** veneer core; veneer face; wood banding.
- **Back:** MDF core; veneer face
- **Valance:** 16-gauge steel “Z” bracket locks the top sides and back into place
- **End and intermediate panels:** plywood core; veneer faces; wood banding. End panels are detailed by Design Line.
- **Adjustable shelves:** 1” thick; veneer core; veneer faces; wood banding.
- **Toe assembly:** box frame veneer core; veneer faces; bolted to the end and intermediate panels.
- **Base shelf:** engineered wood; veneer face; wood banding. Shelf is supported on all four edges by the toe assembly.

**Design Lines**

- Bookmark
- Metro
- Twist
- Lexington
- Charleston
- Heritage
- Malibu
- Puzzle

**Starter & Adder Construction**

- Initial starter unit comes with two designer end panels. When adding to a run, removal of one designer panel is required to finish the end of a run with a designer panel.
- Starter and adder units allow you to create a long run of shelving. Starter units are specified according to designer or product line; adder units for all Bookmark shelving product lines are specified as series 21 and use the same un-detailed intermediate panel. The end of the shelving run is completed with the installation of the removed designer end panel.
FEATURES
• Rugged 1” thick panel construction, initial panels to coordinate with our design lines
• 5/16”-18 bolts used throughout for all case assembly.
• Metal-to-metal contact throughout.
• Tops attached using 16-gauge steel “Z” bracket for metal-to-metal connection.
• Fully framed toe assembly is bolted through to cabinet sides.
• Backs are included as part of each unit.
• Any unit in a run of shelving can be removed without disassembling the entire run.
• Available in 30, 42, 48, 60, 72, 84 and 90-inch Heights (Not all models are available in every height)

OPTIONS
• Tops are available in wood or in any standard high pressure laminate.
• Magazine Shelves: pivot up for storage access and rest on the standard shelf below.
• Shelves available in wood or steel.

MOBILE SHELVING
• Steel mounting chassis fits inside the wood toe frame with formed flanges under the toe and end panels for extra support.
• Fully concealed 125# rated ball bearing casters, bolted to the chassis with 1/4”-20 bolts and nylon insert lock nuts.
• Entire assembly attaches to end panels with 5/16”-18 machine bolts which pass through both the steel chassis and wood toe frame assembly.
• Ships assembled

Finish Options
- Powder Coat Steel Shelving
- Veneer Core Shelving
- Steel Shelving
- Wood Magazine Shelving
- Steel Magazine Shelving
- Wood Picturebook Shelving
- Steel Picturebook Shelving
- Solid Wood Optional

Top Options
- Cornice Top
- Continuous Top
- Optional Continuous Canopy

Top Options
- Optional continuous tops are 1-1/4” thick three ply construction, with a .050” laminate face, engineered wood core and a phenolic backer sheet. The common top is banded on all exposed sides with 1/8” solid wood. Top is replaced with box frame.